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ABSTRACT Receptor-ligand bonds that mediate cell adhesion are often subjected to forces that regulate their dissociation via
modulating off-rates. Off-rates control how long receptor-ligand bonds last and how much force they withstand. One should
therefore be able to determine off-rates from either bond lifetime or unbinding force measurements. However, substantial
discrepancies exist between the force dependence of off-rates derived from the two types of measurements even for the same
interactions, e.g., selectins dissociating from their ligands, which mediate the tethering and rolling of leukocytes on vascular
surfaces during inﬂammation and immune surveillance. We used atomic force microscopy to measure survival times of
P-selectin dissociating from P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1 or from an antibody in both bond lifetime and unbinding force
experiments. By a new method of data analysis, we showed that the discrepancies resulted from the assumption that off-rates
were functions of force only. The off-rates derived from forced dissociation data depended not only on force but also on the
history of force application. This ﬁnding provides a new paradigm for understanding how force regulates receptor-ligand in-
teractions.
INTRODUCTION
The selectin family of adhesion molecules are C-type lectins
with three known members: L-selectin, expressed on leuko-
cytes, binds to ligands on endothelial cells and on other
leukocytes; P-selectin and E-selectin, expressed on activated
platelets and/or endothelial cells, recognize ligands on
leukocytes or platelets. The major leukocyte ligand for
selectins is P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1).
Ca21-dependent interactions of selectins with cell-surface
glycoconjugates mediate tethering and rolling of ﬂowing
leukocytes on vascular surfaces in response to infection or
tissue injury (Vestweber and Blanks, 1999; McEver, 2001,
2002). In this mechanically stressful environment, different
forces are applied to selectin-PSGL-1 bonds at various rates.
In part, the relationship between off-rate and force deter-
mines how efﬁciently tethers produce rolling and how
rapidly and stably cells roll (Yago et al., 2004).
Bell (1978) was the ﬁrst to suggest that the dissociation of
adhesive receptor-ligand complexes, here termed bonds,
which provide anchoring between cells or between a cell and
the extracellular matrix, could be inﬂuenced by force, just
as gaseous chemical reactions are affected by pressure. Al-
though not validated, all published work to date has assumed
that off-rate depends on the instantaneous force level (Bell,
1978; Dembo et al., 1988; Evans and Ritchie, 1997; Izrailev
et al., 1997). This assumption has provided a theoretical
framework for conceptualizing how applied force might alter
the bond lifetime and how loading rate might affect the
unbinding force of a receptor-ligand bond. It has also been
the basis for determining the relationship between off-rate
koff and force f from two types of measurements. The ﬁrst
type is bond lifetimes measured in a range of constant forces,
which was used to obtain the ﬁrst experimental estimate of
koff(f) (Alon et al., 1995). All bond lifetime measurements
have been made using a ﬂow chamber (Alon et al., 1995,
1997, 1998; Chen and Springer, 2001; Dwir et al., 2001,
2002, 2003; Smith et al., 1999; Ramachandran et al., 1999,
2001; Yago et al., 2002, 2004) except for our recent work,
which used atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Marshall et al.,
2003; Sarangapani et al., 2004). The second type of mea-
surement is unbinding forces measured in a range of constant
loading rates, which have recently been popularized by the
theory of dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) analysis
(Merkel et al., 1999; Evans et al., 2001; Evans, 2001; Evans
and Williams, 2002) (see Materials and Methods below).
The unbinding force measurements have been made using
AFM (Fritz et al., 1998; Yuan et al., 2000; Li et al., 2003;
Zhang et al., 2002, 2004; Hanley et al., 2003, 2004); a
biointerface force probe (BFP) (Merkel et al., 1999; Simson
et al., 1999; Strunz et al., 1999; Evans et al., 2001; Evans and
Williams, 2002), or a microcantilever (Tees et al., 2001).
However, the above two measurement methods have of-
ten yielded drastically different koff versus f relationships for
the same interactions, e.g., selectins dissociating from their
ligands (Alon et al., 1995, 1997, 1998; Chen and Springer,
2001; Dwir et al., 2001, 2002, 2003; Smith et al., 1999;
Ramachandran et al., 1999, 2001; Yago et al., 2002, 2004;
Marshall et al., 2003; Sarangapani et al., 2004; Fritz et al.,
1998; Evans et al., 2001; Evans and Williams, 2002; Hanley
et al., 2003, 2004; Zhang et al., 2004). This is quite puzzling
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because it has been a generally accepted notion that off-rates
govern both receptor-ligand bond lifetimes and bond
strength. As such, one expects to be able to determine off-
rates from either bond lifetime or unbinding force measure-
ments. It is difﬁcult to identify the causes for the discrepant
results because of the many potential differences involved, as
different laboratories obtained their results using different
reagents and techniques. Using AFM to measure off-rates of
P-selectin dissociating from PSGL-1 or from an antibody, we
showed that the discrepancies were results of the two types
of measurements—unbinding forces and bond lifetimes—
themselves. Analyzing these data with a new method of
time-to-dissociation analysis, we showed that the off-rate
depended not only on force but also on force history. This
ﬁnding reconciles previous discrepancies and provides a new
paradigm for understanding how force regulates receptor-
ligand dissociation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
AFM experiments
Our AFM system and reagents have been described previously (Marshall
et al., 2003; Sarangapani et al., 2004). Brieﬂy, cantilevers (ThermoMicro-
scopes, Sunnyvale, CA) of spring constants 4–13 pN/nm, each calibrated in
situ by thermal ﬂuctuation analysis (Hutter and Bechhoefer, 1993), were
functionalized by capturing a monomeric recombinant soluble PSGL-1
(sPSGL-1) (Yago et al., 2002) with a nonblocking monoclonal antibody
(mAb) PL2 against PSGL-1 (Moore et al., 1995). PL2 or a blocking anti-
P-selectin mAb G1 (Geng et al., 1990) were adsorbed on the cantilever tip
(Fig. 1 A) followed by blocking with 1% bovine serum albumin in Hanks’
balanced salt solution. Membrane P-selectin puriﬁed from human platelets
(Moore et al., 1994) was reconstituted into glass-supported, polyethyleni-
mine (PEI)-cushioned lipid bilayers (Fig. 1 A) using the method of vesicle
fusion (Wong et al., 1999, McConnell et al., 1986). The P-selectin density
was kept low to achieve infrequent binding, which is required to ensure
binding to be mediated by a small number of (most likely just one) bond(s)
(Zhu et al., 2002). Cantilever tips bearing sPSGL-1 or G1 were repeatedly
brought into contact with the P-selectin-bilayer to allow bond formation and
retracted to record the rare adhesion events (,20%). Three sets of data—
unbinding forces, bond lifetimes, and survival times–were collected along
two families of force histories: constant-rate loading, where force increased
linearly with time, and constant-force loading, where force initially
increased linearly with time and then became constant once a prescribed
level was achieved (Fig. 1 B). The unbinding force (or holding force in
the bond lifetime experiment) was measured from the force difference at the
point of bond failure (Fig. 1 B). The bond lifetime was measured from the
instant when the bond was fully loaded to a desired force to the instant of
bond dissociation at that force. In both assays, the survival time, or the time
to dissociation, was measured from the instant when the bond was ﬁrst
loaded to the instant of bond dissociation, regardless of the history of force
application. The loading rate rf was determined as the ratio of unbinding
force (or holding force) to survival time (or ramping time) because the f
versus t curves during ramping were linear in the force range tested. Force
averaging was used to circumvent thermally driven force ﬂuctuations
(Marshall et al., 2003; Sarangapani et al., 2004).
Theory and data analysis
Data were analyzed with the kinetic theory for the ﬁrst-order irreversible
unbinding of single bonds along a single thermodynamic pathway for dis-
sociation,
dp=dt ¼ koff p; pð0Þ ¼ 1; and
pðtÞ ¼ exp


Z t
0
koffðt#Þdt#

; (1a-c)
where p is the probability of having a bond at time 0 to remain intact at time
t. Different solutions can be obtained depending on the assumed relation-
ships between the off-rate koff and time t. Existing theories assume off-rate to
be a function of force f only, such that koff depends on t only implicitly
through f (Bell, 1978; Dembo et al., 1988; Evans and Ritchie, 1997; Izrailev
et al., 1997; Evans, 2001; Zhu, 2000; Strunz et al., 2000; Hummer and
Szabo, 2003). Along a constant-rate (rf) force history f ¼ rft, the time de-
pendence of p and koff in Eq. 1 can be transformed to their respective force
dependence, which yields the respective cumulative probability pc for a bond
to unbind at force not exceeding f and the probability density pd for a bond to
unbind at force f,
FIGURE 1 AFM experiment. (A) Functionalizing
the AFM. The schematic represents a composite of all
molecules adsorbed or captured. Adsorbed anti-PSGL-
1 mAb PL2 was used to capture sPSGL-1. Anti-
P-selectin mAb G1 was adsorbed on a separate tip.
P-selectin was reconstituted in a PEI-cushioned lipid
bilayer. (B) Force-scan curves. The approach tracing
was horizontal (zero mean force) initially but was bent
downward when the tip was compressed onto the
bilayer. The retraction tracing mirrored the approach
tracing until the cantilever returned to the unbent
position. After this point, .80% of the retraction
tracings leveled off, even though the cantilever
continued to retract, indicating the absence of adhesion
(top tracing). In ,20% of the cases, the retraction
tracing was bent upward, indicating a tensile force that
was applied to the tip through a molecular bond linked
to the bilayer. In the unbinding force experiment, the cantilever was retracted at a constant rate until the tip sprang back to the unbent position (middle tracing).
In the bond lifetime experiment, once retracted a predetermined distance, the cantilever was stopped to apply a constant force to the bond (bottom tracing).
Unbinding forces were measured along the former loading histories. Bond lifetimes were measured along the constant force portion of the latter loading
histories. Survival times were measured along both loading histories (indicated).
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pcð f Þ ¼ 1 exp

 r1f
Z f
0
koffð f #Þdf #

and
pdð f Þ ¼ r1f koffð f Þexp

 r1f
Z f
0
koffð f #Þdf #

; (2a; b)
which correspond to the cumulative frequency and the unbinding force
histogram, respectively (cf. Figs. 2 A, 3, and 4).
The constant-rate loading experiments were analyzed by dynamic force
spectroscopy, a method for determining koff(f) from single molecule
unbinding/unfolding force data (Merkel et al., 1999; Evans et al., 2001;
Evans, 2001; Evans and Williams, 2002; Hummer and Szabo, 2003). The
‘‘bond strength’’ fm, deﬁned as the most probable unbinding force and
measured as the peak force from the unbinding force histogram, is plotted
against the logarithm of the loading rate rf (cf. Fig. 2 B). This is referred to as
a ‘‘strength spectrum’’, which often appears as a nearly piecewise linear
curve. Such strength spectra have been interpreted using an off-rate
expressed as multiple Bell (1978) models in a serial arrangement (Merkel
et al., 1999; Evans et al., 2001; Evans, 2001; Evans and Williams, 2002):
ðkoffÞ1 ¼ +
N
i¼1
½ki expðai f =kBTÞ1; (3)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and ai and
ki (i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , N) are parameters. Differentiating pd in Eq. 2b with respect
to f and setting the resulting equation to zero yield an equation for ﬁnding the
bond strength fm. Substituting Eq. 3 into it yields a relationship between the
loading rate rf and fm (Merkel et al., 1999; Evans et al., 2001; Evans, 2001;
Evans and Williams, 2002):
ðrfÞ1 ¼ +
N
i¼1
½ðkikBT=aiÞexpðai fm=kBTÞ1: (4)
Fitting Eq. 4 to the strength spectra, i.e., fm versus rf data (cf. Fig. 2 B),
allows evaluation of the parameters ai and ki, which are interpreted as related
to the locations and differences, respectively, in heights of the ith energy
barrier along the force-driven dissociation path (Merkel et al., 1999).
The bond lifetime data were analyzed by Eq. 1c after setting as time 0 the
instant when the desired force level had just been achieved along a constant-
force force history. It follows from the assumption of off-rate being a
function of force only that koff becomes a constant for t. 0 and that Eq. 1c is
reduced to p¼ exp(kofft). The reciprocal off-rate 1/koff at a given force was
then estimated from three lifetime measures: the mean [Ætæ ¼ R 0Nt(dp/
dt)dt)] and standard deviation fs(t) ¼ [R 0N(t  Ætæ)2(dp/dt)dt]1/2g of
lifetimes and the reciprocal negative slope of the ln(No. of events with
a lifetime$ t) versus t plot (Marshall et al., 2003; Sarangapani et al., 2004).
The survival time data were analyzed by a new method, which allows
determination of the complete function koff(t) from a single distribution of
survival times measured along an arbitrary force history. By comparison, to
determine koff(f) from the above DFS or lifetime analysis requires, re-
spectively, multiple unbinding force histograms or multiple bond lifetime
histograms, which have to be measured along their respective families of
force histories. The new method has removed the restrictive assumptions
that koff is a single-valued function of f and that it depends on t only through
f. The two remaining general assumptions are: a), the dissociation of single
molecular bonds obeys Eq. 1 along any force history; and b), once the force
history is speciﬁed, the off-rate becomes a single-valued but general function
of the survival time t, which includes but is not limited to its dependence on
t through f. To develop this method, we solved koff from Eq. 1:
koffðtÞ ¼ ½dpðtÞ=dt=pðtÞ: (5)
We noted that the right-hand side of Eq. 5 could be measured as 1  p,
and d(1  p)/dt corresponded to the respective cumulative frequency and
histogram of survival time data. To minimize irregular ﬂuctuations caused
by numerical differentiation of ﬁnite data points, the measured cumulative
frequency data were smoothed by cubic spline ﬁtting, which was then
differentiated. The result was substituted along with the ﬁtted cumulative
frequency into Eq. 5 to estimate koff(t) without any a priori assumption of its
functional form.
For unbinding forces measured at a single loading rate, i.e., along a given
constant-rate force history where force and time are related by f ¼ rft, Eq. 5
can be rearranged to obtain an explicit expression for off-rate as a function of
force:
koffð f Þ ¼ rfpdð f Þ=½1 pcð f Þ; (6)
which can also be derived directly from Eq. 2.
RESULTS
Off-rates derived from unbinding forces fail to
predict measured bond lifetimes
Forces at which P-selectin unbound from sPSGL-1 or G1
were measured by retracting the cantilever at constant rates
(ranging from 0.03 to 30 mm/s). Binding was speciﬁc be-
cause adhesion frequencies, bond lifetimes, and unbinding
forces were substantially reduced when P-selectin, sPSGL-1,
or G1 was absent and when blocking mAb against P-selectin
or PSGL-1 or the divalent-cation chelator EDTA was added
to the media (data not shown; see Marshall et al., 2003). The
unbinding force histograms exhibited typical single peaks
and shifted rightward toward larger forces as the loading rate
was increased (Fig. 2 A), similar to previously reported his-
tograms (Merkel et al., 1999; Hanley et al., 2003). To apply
the DFS analysis (Merkel et al., 1999; Evans et al., 2001;
Evans, 2001; Evans and Williams, 2002), the ‘‘strength
spectra’’ were generated by plotting the peak force fm against
the loading rate rf in a log scale, which displayed two line
segments for each of the interactions (Fig. 2 B). The force
dependence of off-rate koff was determined by ﬁtting these
data to Eq. 4, which was derived based on a double Bell
model in series (i.e., N ¼ 2 in Eq. 3) assumed a priori for
koff( f ).
The bond lifetimes measured at the constant-force loading
experiments were exponentially distributed. At each force
level, the 1/koff was determined from the mean or standard
deviation of lifetimes or from the 1/slope of the ln(No. of
events with a lifetime $ t) versus t plot, which show good
agreement, as predicted from the ﬁrst-order dissociation
kinetics. The directly measured bond lifetime versus force
data (points) were compared to the 1/koff versus f relationship
(black dashed curves) previously determined from the DFS
analysis of the unbinding force measurements (Fig. 2 C).
Unexpectedly, the 1/koff values determined from the two
assays differed drastically. For the P-selectin-sPSGL-1
interaction (Fig. 2 C, left panel), the directly measured
bond lifetime data behaved as a catch-slip transitional bond,
where force ﬁrst prolonged and then shortened bond
lifetimes (Marshall et al., 2003). In sharp contrast, the 1/
koff curve obtained from the unbinding force data decreased
monotonically with force, exhibiting only slip bond
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characteristics. For the P-selectin-G1 interaction (Fig. 2 C,
right panel), the directly measured bond lifetime data
followed a straight line in the semilog plot, indicating a single
exponential function for koff(f) that was well described by the
Bell (1978) model. By comparison, the 1/koff curve obtained
from the unbinding force data included two line segments
in the semilog plot (Fig. 2 B), thereby requiring two ex-
ponential functions for its description, which was ;10-fold
smaller than that determined from the bond lifetime data in the
force range tested (Fig. 2 C, right panel).
In addition to the DFS analysis (Fig. 2 B), the off-rate was
estimated (Fig. 2 C, solid curves) directly from the unbinding
force data (Fig. 2 A, color-matched histograms) using a new
method without a priori assumption as to its functional form
(see Materials and Methods, Eq. 6). This method utilized the
entire histogram and cumulative frequency data as opposed
to only the peak value of the histogram, and it enabled eval-
uation of koff(f) from unbinding forces measured at a single
loading rate as opposed to requiring a range of loading rates.
Two observations can be made from this analysis of the
unbinding force data: a), the 1/koff values (Fig. 2 C, colored
solid curves) were considerably different from the directly
measured bond lifetime data for both P-selectin-sPSGL-1
and P-selectin-G1 interactions; and b), the 1/koff versus f
curves estimated from individual unbinding force histograms
were qualitatively similar to, but quantitatively different
from each other and from the 1/koff versus f curve estimated
from the DFS analysis of all histograms (Fig. 2 C). These
observations raised questions about the validity of Eq. 3 that
was assumed a priori. Additionally, the 1/koff versus f curve
was loading-rate sensitive—the larger the rf the smaller the
1/koff, which provided initial evidence for the force history
dependence of the off-rate (Fig. 2 C). The loading-rate sen-
sitivity was not a result of a compliant linkage to the
adhesive interface, because the loading rates were measured
experimentally, which had already accounted for the nearly
linear elasticity of the interacting molecules (B. T. Marshall,
K. K. Sarangapani, J. Wu, M. B. Lawrence, R. P. McEver,
and C. Zhu, unpublished data).
Off-rates derived from bond lifetimes fail to
predict measured unbinding forces
Alternatively, we used the force dependence of off-rate de-
termined from the bond lifetime measurements to predict the
unbinding forces according to Eq. 2b. The predicted un-
binding force distributions differed drastically from those
actually measured (Fig. 3 and data not shown for histograms
at other loading rates). For the P-selectin-sPSGL-1 inter-
action, the koff(f) obtained from the bond lifetime data
predicted a minimum at ;15 pN followed by a maximum at
;50 pN in the unbinding force histogram at a loading rate of
300 pN/s (Fig. 3A, solid bars). By comparison, the unbinding
force histogram directly measured at rf ¼ 300 pN/s had no
minimum and peaked at;15 pN (Fig. 3A, open bars). For the
P-selectin-G1 interaction, the koff(f) obtained from the bond
FIGURE 2 Discrepancies between actually mea-
sured bond lifetimes and those predicted from un-
binding force analysis. (A) Histograms of unbinding
forces (.40 measurements for each loading rate)
measured at various loading rates for P-selectin
interacting with sPSGL-1 (left panel, ;600 total
measurements) and G1 (right panel, ;450 total
measurements). Equations 2 and 3 were ﬁt to each
histogram (curves) to determine the most probable
unbinding force, fm, for that loading rate, rf. (B) fm was
plotted against rf in the log scale (points with colors
match the histogram colors in (A), which were ﬁtted by
Eq. 4 (curves) to evaluate the parameters for each
interaction. The best-ﬁt parameters for the P-selectin-
sPSGL-1 bonds are k1 ¼ 0.0770 s1, a1 ¼ 2.41 nm,
k2 ¼ 33.6 s1, and a2 ¼ 0.0991 nm. The best-ﬁt
parameters for the P-selectin-G1 bonds are: k1 ¼ 1.08
s1, a1 ¼ 0.664 nm, k2 ¼ 54.7 s1, and a2 ¼ 0.137 nm.
(C) Using these parameters and Eq. 3, 1/koff was
plotted against f (black dashed curves) for P-selectin
interacting with sPSGL-1 (left panel) and G1 (right
panel). Three closely matched lifetime measures,
Ætæ,s(t), and 1/slope obtained directly from bond
lifetime experiments (Marshall et al., 2003; Saranga-
pani et al., 2004) were averaged and shown for
comparison (circles). 1/koff versus f data estimated
from individual unbinding force histograms according
to Eq. 6 (solid curves, colors match those in the
histograms) were shown in the force range where bond
lifetime data were available for P-selectin dissociating
from sPSGL-1 (left panel) and G1 (right panel).
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lifetime data predicted an unbinding force distribution (Fig. 3
B, solid bars) that was shifted rightward toward larger forces
relative to themeasured distribution (Fig. 3B, open bars). The
peak force moved from;20 pN to;40 pN in the histogram
at rf ¼ 100 pN/s. Thus, although both can be interpreted us-
ing the same theoretical framework, which is based on the
concept that force modulates the off-rate of receptor-ligand
dissociation, the bond lifetime and unbinding force data result
in two koff(f) functions that drastically differ not only quanti-
tatively but also qualitatively.
Survival time analysis reveals bond stabilization
once ramping stops
One possible explanation for the discrepancy might be that,
in the constant-force bond lifetime assay, a weaker, shorter-
lived subpopulation of bonds broke during ramping before
the desired level of force was achieved. This could select
a stronger, longer-lived subpopulation of bonds that survived
the force ramping phase for the bond lifetime measurements,
resulting in a smaller koff than that estimated from the un-
binding force measurements of both subpopulations of
bonds. To examine this possibility, we added to the bond
lifetime data the previously omitted unbinding events that
occurred during the ramping phase and replotted the ex-
tended data in survival time histograms. To allow direct
comparison, the unbinding force histograms were also con-
verted to survival time histograms.
For P-selectin-sPSGL-1 (Fig. 4 A) or P-selectin-G1 (Fig. 4
B) interactions, the cumulative frequencies from both the
bond lifetime and unbinding force assays displayed identical
behavior while the bonds were being loaded by a ramp force
(solid symbols). Only after the force histories deviated was
a difference in the cumulative frequencies evident: curves
from the bond lifetime assay (open symbols) increased with
survival time less rapidly than that from the unbinding force
assay (solid circles). Therefore, the same population of
bonds existed in both assays at the point where the force
histories diverged. Interestingly, clamping the force at a con-
stant level appeared to stabilize the bonds, resulting in their
slower dissociation than that resulted from continuing to
ramp up the force at a constant rate. Thus, the differences in
the koff(f) obtained from the two assays were caused by the
change in force histories, not by the omission of unbinding
FIGURE 3 Discrepancies between unbinding force
histograms and cumulative frequencies actually mea-
sured and predicted. Using Eq. 2 and koff(f) determined
from the bond lifetime data, the cumulative probability
pc (curves) for a bond (loaded with a constant rate of
rf ¼ 300 pN/s) to unbind at force not exceeding f and
the probability density pd (solid bars) for a bond
(loaded by the same ramp rate) to unbind at force fwere
predicted for P-selectin interacting with sPSGL-1 (A)
and G1 (B). These were compared to the unbinding
forces measured along the same constant-rate loading
path and analyzed by histogram (open bars) and
cumulative frequency (open circles) for the two
interactions.
FIGURE 4 Discrepancies among cumulative fre-
quency versus survival time curves from unbinding
force and bond lifetime measurements. Survival times
of bonds of P-selectin interacting with sPSGL-1 (A) or
G1 (B) were measured from the unbinding force and
bond lifetime experiments and analyzed by cumulative
frequencies. For the former experiment, bonds were
loaded continuously at the indicated constant rates until
rupture (solid circles). For the latter experiment, bonds
were initially loaded at the same rates to the indicated
forces and were then held at those forces. Some of the
bonds failed during ramping (solid triangles, squares,
and diamonds) whereas others dissociated during
holding (open triangles, squares, and diamonds).
Only survival times of every third point are shown for
clarity. Although two out of three pointswere skipped to
avoid obscuring different symbols, the curve shapes are
identical if all data points are included.
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events during the ramping phase of the bond lifetime assay.
Clamping the force at higher and higher levels stabilized the
P-selectin-G1 bonds less and less, giving rise to their slip
bond characteristic (Fig. 4 B). By contrast, increasing the
holding force stabilized the P-selectin-sPSGL-1 bonds ini-
tially more and then less, resulting in their catch-slip tran-
sitional bond characteristic (Fig. 4 A).
Off-rate as a functional of loading history rather
than a function of force
We have established that the history of force application
affects the force dependence of off-rate. To directly compare
the off-rates determined from different measurements, we
calculated koff as a function of survival time along a given
force history with our new method (Eq. 5) using the cumu-
lative frequency data without a priori assumptions as to how
koff depended on time and/or force. The history of force
application was plotted on the f-t (x-y) plane (Fig. 5, A and
B), and the reciprocal off-rate (z axis) was shown as a three-
dimensional (3D) curve (Fig. 5, C and D). The projection of
the koff curve on the f-t plane corresponds to the force history
along which the bonds were loaded.
In the unbinding force experiment, force histories were
represented by straight lines on the f-t plane radiating from the
origin, with different slopes representing different loading
FIGURE 5 3D 1/koff curves along various loading
histories and their projections on the f-t plane and on
the t-1/koff plane. (A, C, and E) sPSGL-1 data. (B, D,
and F) G1 data. (A and B) Loading paths along which
the off-rates were measured are depicted for the
constant-rate (straight lines) and constant-force (two-
segment lines) histories of force application. Note that
the value axes are in reverse order so that they can be
easily related to the perspective projections from C and
D. (C and D) Reciprocal off-rates (1/koff, z axis) are
plotted as 3D curves in space whose projections on the
f-t (x-y) plane are the force histories. For the same
points on the f-t plane, the 1/koff values could be very
different if evaluated along different force histories, as
exempliﬁed by the green and orange solid circles in
C and D. The dotted lines show the projections on the
f-1/koff (x-z) plane of the 3D 1/koff curves measured
along the holding portion of the constant-force force
histories, which reveal a catch-slip transitional bond in
C and a slip bond in D. (E and F) Projections of the 3D
1/koff curves on the t-1/koff (y-z) plane. Only partial data
are shown for clarity. For the 1/koff curves determined
from the unbinding force data, only those values
deﬁned in the same time and force ranges of the bond
lifetime data are shown.
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rates (Fig. 5, A and B). The 1/koff values along different force
histories were qualitatively similar in that they decreased
monotonically in f and t, displaying typical slip bond char-
acteristics. However, quantitative differences in the 1/koff
values among force histories with distinct loading rates were
clearly observable for both P-selectin-sPSGL-1 (Fig. 5C) and
P-selectin-G1 (Fig. 5 D) interactions, conﬁrming the results
seen in Fig. 2 C. In fact, the f-1/koff (x-z) plane projections of
the 3D 1/koff curves along constant-rate force histories (not
shown) are identical to the 1/koff versus f curves determined
from Eq. 5 (cf. Fig. 2 C), as expected.
In the bond lifetime experiment, force histories were
represented by two-line segments on the f-t plane (Fig. 5, A
and B): a straight line from the origin (the ramping portion)
followed by lines parallel to the t axis (the holding portion).
The 1/koff values along the ramping portions were identical
to those obtained from an unbinding force experiment per-
formed at the same loading rate. However, the bond lifetime
data diverged from the unbinding force data when the force
histories turned onto the holding portions. The 1/koff values
jumped to higher levels and remained constant, which can be
clearly seen from the projections of the 3D 1/koff curves onto
the t-1/koff (y-z) plane (Fig. 5, E and F).
By analyzing both unbinding force and bond lifetime
experiments in the same framework of survival time, the
force dependence of off-rate obtained from the bond lifetime
experiment was not biased by exclusion of any data. The
different relationships between koff and f were a result of the
different force histories. The jumps in the 1/koff values re-
sulted from the corner points in the survival time cumulative
frequency curves (cf. Fig. 4), which reﬂected the stabiliza-
tion of bonds by stopping the ramping and holding the force
constant.
The projection on the f-1/koff (x-z) plane of a 3D 1/koff
curve along the holding portion of a constant-force force
history was a single point because the off-rate remained the
same value for all times when the bonds were held at a
constant force. The locus of many such points (dotted curves
in Fig. 5, C and D) over a range of forces produced a 1/koff
versus f curve. Again, the catch-slip transitional bond was
seen for the P-selectin-sPSGL-1 interaction and the slip bond
was seen for the P-selectin-G1 interaction, agreeing with the
bond lifetime data in Fig. 2 C.
The differences in koff values at the same f (Fig. 2 C) and at
the same t (Fig. 5, E and F) indicated that the off-rate was not
a function of force or of time only. Closer inspection re-
vealed that koff was not even a single-valued function of the
dual variables f and t, but it depended on the entire history of
force application to the bond. This force-history dependence
was most evident by comparing the 1/koff values at the same
endpoint on the f-t plane evaluated along two different
histories: a), a constant-rate force history with a low rate
(orange lines in Fig. 5, A and B), and b), a high-rate history
that ramped until the desired force was reached and then held
at a constant force until the desired time was reached (two-
segment green lines in Fig. 5, A and B). Even though this
endpoint (intersection of the two force histories, indicated by
a black open circle in Fig. 5, A and B) was arrived in the
same duration of time to the same level of force, the two 1/
koff values (orange and green solid circles in Fig. 5, C andD)
were clearly very different. The same can be seen in Fig. 5, E
and F, where the two distinct pairs of orange and green solid
circles are projected on the t-1/koff plane.
DISCUSSION
Substantial discrepancies have been reported in the force
dependence of off-rates of selectins dissociating from li-
gands (Alon et al., 1995, 1997, 1998; Chen and Springer,
2001; Dwir et al., 2001, 2002, 2003; Smith et al., 1999;
Ramachandran et al., 1999, 2001; Yago et al., 2002, 2004;
Marshall et al., 2003; Sarangapani et al., 2004; Fritz et al.,
1998; Evans et al., 2001; Evans and Williams, 2002; Hanley
et al., 2003, 2004; Zhang et al., 2004). It has been difﬁcult
to identify the causes of these discrepancies because the
experiments were performed in different laboratories using
different reagents and techniques to measure different
quantities that were analyzed differently. Unbinding forces
were measured by AFM (Fritz et al., 1998; Hanley et al.,
2003, 2004; Zhang et al., 2004) and BFP (Evans et al., 2001;
Evans and Williams, 2002) and analyzed by DFS, and bond
lifetimes were measured in ﬂow chambers (Alon et al., 1995,
1997, 1998; Chen and Springer, 2001; Dwir et al., 2001,
2002, 2003; Smith et al., 1999; Ramachandran et al., 1999,
2001; Yago et al., 2002, 2004; Marshall et al., 2003;
Sarangapani et al., 2004) and by AFM (Marshall et al., 2003;
Sarangapani et al., 2004) and analyzed by the ln(No. of
events with a lifetime $ t) versus t plot. Some authors
attributed these discrepancies to the higher force and/or
temporal sensitivities of the AFM and BFP techniques than
the ﬂow chamber, which might enable the former to detect
interactions supported by fewer and/or shorter-lived bonds
than the latter (Evans et al., 2001; Hanley et al., 2003).
However, our recent bond lifetime measurements with AFM
and ﬂow chamber yielded closely matched koff versus f
relationships—catch-slip transitional bonds for P- and
L-selectins interacting with PSGL-1 and slip bonds for
interactions with their respective mAbs (Marshall et al.,
2003; Sarangapani et al., 2004)—that reafﬁrmed the asser-
tion that the intrinsic off-rates for the same molecular
interactions should be independent of the experimental tech-
niques used to measure them (Zhu, 2000; Strunz et al.,
2000).
In this study, we eliminated most of the potential
differences by measuring the unbinding forces and bond
lifetimes in the same laboratory with the same reagents and
the same AFM instrument; using cantilevers of similar spring
constants to contact bilayers prepared the same way with the
same approach velocity, contact time, and contact force. The
same numbers of bonds must have been formed during the
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contact phase of the two assays and been detected as such;
yet the off-rates estimated from unbinding forces and bond
lifetimes were still very different. Although quite surprising
at ﬁrst glance, this unexpected ﬁnding, obtained from
carefully controlled experiments and analyses, can be
rationalized by reexamining the assumptions underlying
the analysis by which off-rates are evaluated from the data. It
is possible that the kinetic mechanism assumed here—the
ﬁrst-order irreversible unbinding of individual bonds along
a single thermodynamic pathway for dissociation as de-
scribed by Eq. 1—may overly simplify the interactions in
question. Were this the case, the koff(f) evaluated from our
analysis would have been apparent rather than intrinsic off-
rates. Thus, our data suggest that kinetic mechanisms more
complex than Eq. 1, which has been assumed in all
publications except a recent work (Evans et al., 2004),
may be required to describe the dissociation of P-selectin
from sPSGL-1 and from G1. Alternatively, the assumption
that off-rates were single-valued functions of force only may
not be always true. In fact, replacing it with a more general
assumption that off-rates can depend on the entire history of
force application has reconciled the discrepant koff(f) as
reﬂecting the different types of measurements—bond life-
times versus unbinding forces—that were made along
different force histories.
Since Bell (1978) proposed that force could inﬂuence off-
rate, koff has only been considered a single-valued function
of f (Bell, 1978; Dembo et al., 1988; Evans and Ritchie,
1997; Izrailev et al., 1997). Our data suggest that koff may
depend on the entire history of force application rather than
the instantaneous value of force, thereby challenging the
existing paradigm. The concept of force affecting kinetic rate
is based on the idea that work done by the force can be
superimposed on the binding potential of the interacting
molecules, which tilts the energy landscape, thereby altering
the rate of dissociation. Thermodynamically, however, work
is a path function rather than a point function—its value
depends on the path along which the force is applied rather
than on the particular force value at any single point in the
path. Although it is valid to add the path-independent con-
servative work onto the potential energy, this is not the case
for the path-dependent dissipative work because it simply
represents nonrecoverable losses that are not additive to the
potential energy (Izrailev et al., 1997; Balsera et al., 1997). It
also seems reasonable that the relative proportions of the
conservative and dissipative work should depend on the
history of force application, which would then give rise to
a force history dependence of the off-rate. Thus, the concept
of force-history dependence of off-rate does not contradict
but rather generalizes the concept of force dependence of
off-rate. Not only is the former more fundamental and
realistic than the latter, but the latter can also be reduced from
the former as a special case if the force histories are re-
stricted to those of constant-forces only. This generalized
concept reconciles the apparent discrepancies in the koff
versus f relationships obtained from unbinding force and
bond lifetime measurements (this work and Alon et al.,
1995, 1997, 1998; Chen and Springer, 2001; Dwir et al.,
2001, 2002, 2003; Smith et al., 1999; Ramachandran
et al., 1999, 2001; Yago et al., 2002, 2004; Marshall et al.,
2003; Sarangapani et al., 2004; Fritz et al., 1998; Evans
et al., 2001; Evans and Williams, 2002; Hanley et al., 2003,
2004; Zhang et al., 2004). It further provides a new paradigm
for understanding how force regulates biological interac-
tions.
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